INFLUX TOKEN
A First-rate Decentralized impactful
investing
Built on the Binance smart chain Network
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01 Introduction
Influx token is the first binance-based impactful fundraising
platform and a project accelerator, designed to leverage DeFi
innovations to provide transparent, efficient, and fully
decentralized humanitarian services. Unlike other fundraising
platforms, Influx token will provide full support to communities or countries
faced with extreme hunger, starvations, covid-19, climate change, draught,
menstrual equity and digitized technology for online schooling through the
funds generated from the sales of influx native tokens $INFL and a suite of
advanced DeFi tools partnerships with other NGO and NFT projects that need
to thrive and prosper.
Influx token is set to become an integral part of the binance smart chain
ecosystem, which was founded by CZ binance and is already widely known as
the fast network for transactions. As soon as Influx launches its smart contract
on pancakeswap (scheduled for Q4, 2021), it will build an ecosystem of core
team outreach units and marketing taskforce which will offer impactful
investing profits to INFL holders and financial support during communities
during outreach that will likely make influx token the next go-to destination for
impactful investing.
success

Led by a team of experienced DeFi and traditional finance
professionals, Influx token is set to implement market-leading
capabilities tailored for binance-based projects and the
ecosystem’s users. As a proof of this concept, we have already developed a
centralized solution. Our next-generation decentralized NFTs will be built
according to the best DeFi industry practices, ensuring real-time settlement,
top-notch security, interoperability, true decentralization, zero counterparty
risk, while also being fully scalable to meet the needs of institutional investors
Unlike other fund raising and impactful investing projects, Influx native tokens
supports binance chain network as well as a suite of project kickstarting and
endorsement capabilities to meet modern projects need.
For our holders and inestors, we also provide rewrds of up 1023% on staking
and up to 5000% additional return on liquidity adding or endorsed partnership
projects. Users are invited to browse through our verified project listings, meet
project founders, and endorse the most credible ones. The credibility of
projects is vetted by well-informed investors, as well as the platform’s due
diligence team before the propositions are released to our users. Influx token
seeks to ensure cost-effective and timely fundraising to support humanitarian
needs and for projects, lending legitimacy and credibility to their future success.
In looking out for the interests of our investors, Influx token ensures that only
the most credible and promising projects make it through — the ones with the
highest potential to make a meaningful contribution to the influx project,
community and ecosystem.
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02 Vision
Everything we do is governed by a philosophy of decentralization funds raising
and distributed directly to projects and communities in need of humanitarian
needs, tokens purchased are sent directly to the personal wallets of users
without burdensome checks or unnecessary delay. We also take financial
sustainability and inclusion seriously, working diligently to ensure that our
efforts benefit all stakeholders, helping to evolve the reputation and maturity of
the DeFi industry.
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PROJECT overview

Be among the first contributors to the most promising crypto &
blockchain based humanitarian service project.
Live up to the hype of being an early investor to a unicorn-level project. Browse
through influx token and project outline, buy, stake and add liquidity to this best
impactful investing and get in early. The earlier you can jump in, the higher is
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the potential reward. Other platforms tend to list projects and
their native tokens after the initial rounds of presales have been
completed.
Influx token invites our members to join early and reap the associated highgrossing benefits in the future. Funding your project and securing your running
funds and investments is one of the hardest barriers one must face as an
entrepreneur. Meanwhile, staying safe, avoiding scams, and phishing attempts
are some of the most frequently occurring problems cryptocurrency investors
must overcome. Luckily, influx token solves all of that and is a natural
development of the crypto fundraising process to address humanitarian needs.
The structure follows a similar pattern to the IEO. Yet the key difference is that
both the entrepreneur and the investors conduct their transactions through a
third-party decentralized platform.
There are numerous securities of funds, project awareness, fraud prevention
and immediate token listing benefits associated with conducting an IDO instead
of an ICO - and project owners are seeing them clearly. Internal due diligence
department will carefully select the most promising and legitimate start-ups
looking for financing. Influx will host the IDO of these projects to keep providing
its community with the best deals in the market. Influx is eagerly collaborating
with start-up incubators and accelerator hubs as well as always keeping open
ears to its partner and community network. The end goal is to identify and
contact new companies with the highest upside potential within the binance
Ecosystem. Influx is going to host both utility and security token IDOs. Besides
the most popular payment methods of ADA, ETH and supported stable coins,
Influx will allow IDO contributions in native INFL token at a priority which will
add a supplementary utility for the token.
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Features

Influx Native Tokens
Become one of the early birds within the influx Ecosystem

Project Endorsements
Ability to support your favorite projects and gain rewards

No private sale options
Facilitate various types of fundraising phases and prevents token
dump.

Automated Distribution
Parties can access both the funds and the assets instantaneously
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Fees

Allocated for: 2% tax for project outreach and social amentites
installment in local communities.
Allocated for: 2% Auto burn on every token purchase or sales to
increase token value.
Project is receiving 92.5% of funds, the remaining 7.5% are for Endorsement
rewards
% Platform Commission fee
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Endorsement
Model
Influx project and token can be endorsed by any of the
humanitarian organizations and projects that are live on the global
mainstream of humanitarian services. Meaning that it is a similar
solution of endorsement and advocated backers to influx Token
holders, after endorsing the project it is eligible to receive an
equivalent stake of the endorsement reward.
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07
2021

Roadmap
Q4 2021
Building the ecosystem

Q4
Community growth

Core team and other units.
Pancakeswap listing.
Fundraising Phase & Liquidity
provider and locking.

Further planning

Project Endorsement Engine
Deployment

Token CMC Listing on Exchanges
Burning of 2% token
(Auditing and Marketing)

2022

Q1
Centralized exchange
discussion and listing.
Humanitarian outreach
Further partnership with
UNICEF, UN and other
humanitarian
organizations.

Q2

Community vote

Addition of multiple wallets
Purchase of further humanitarian
relief funds.
Inter-countries humanitarian
visits and supplies.

Investing in an organization
that supports, treat and
education war victims, children
or less privilege.

And other Development
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08
Tokenomics
Token Type: Influx BSC Native
Token
Total Supply:
100,000,000,000,000 Tokens

14%

Team

19 %

Marketing

10%

Operations

15%

Advisors

15%

Seed Stage

17 %

Staking

10%

Liquidity
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Vesting
Category

Allocation

Price

Tokens

Lockup

Notes

(Months)

Team

14%

49,000,000

6 months

10

10% of the amount released every
month once the lockup is over.

Marketing

19%

31,500,000

2 months

10 (10%
monthly)

10% of the amount released every
month once the lockup is over.

Operations

10%

35,000,000

2 months

10 (10%
monthly)

10% of the amount released every
month once the lockup is over.

Advisors

15%

17,500,000

1 months

5 (20%
monthly)

20% of the amount released every
month once the lockup is over.

Seed Stage

15%

Staking

17 %

14% APR, split into quarterly 3.5%
rewards.

Liquidity

10%

Used for exchange liquidity

$0.09

12,500

10% at TGE,
9 months, 10% monthly
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Market cap at TGE*
$10,395,000.00
Hard cap $22,000
*Staking and Liquidity excluded

Legal Disclaimer

Circulation
token type

Number of
tokens

Seed Stage

12,500

No Private
Sale

-

Public Sale 1
Public Sale 2

-

READ THIS DISCLAIMER VERY THOROUGLY. CONSULT WITH YOUR OWN LEGAL AND FINANCIAL ADVICE
BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY INVOLVING FINANCIAL RISK. NEITHER COINMARGIN, NOR ANY
ASSOCIATED THIRD-PARTY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DAMAGE OR LOSS,
INCLUDING DIRECT AND INDIRECT, THAT MAY FALL UPON YOU AS A RESULT OF READING THE
WHITEPAPER, AND OTHER MATERIALS PRODUCED BY COINMARGIN. Materials produced by are not
intended to be investment advice, solicitation of any kind nor an endorsement. Any decision or actions taken based
on information presented in this whitepaper, the Influx platform or other associated content is done at the reader’s
own discretion and risk. Forward looking statements Certain information set forth in this whitepaper includes
forward-looking information regarding the future of the project, future events, projections, and estimations. These
statements may be identified by, but not limited to words and phrases, such as “will”, “should”, “believe to”, “expect”, “project”, “anticipate”,
or words of equivalent or similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are also included in other publicly available influx materials,
blog posts, interviews, social media outlets, etc. Information contained in this whitepaper constitutes forward looking statements and
includes but is not limited to:
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1. The expected future performance of the project.
2. Completion of the project development.
3. The expected timeline of project development.
4. The expected exact distribution of funds.
5. Execution of project’s vision and strategy.
6. Future implementation of new features and platform functions.
There are no guarantees that influx platform will succeed financially. Similarly, there are no guarantees that the influx token will rise in
value. You are advised to thoroughly assess the risks and uncertainties involved before making any decisions. No promises, in terms of
token value or future performance are made.
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